Abstract: Since the planes of foundations are not usually regularly shaped, and the loads are often applied on the anisotropic materials, such as transversely isotropic soils or rocks, calculating the induced displacements and stresses by an arbitrarily shaped load for a transversely isotropic medium is rather tedious and time consuming. Hence, how to estimate those values correctly and quickly by computer was the major objective in constructing the fast anisotropic displacements and stresses ͑FADAS͒. FADAS is based on the solutions of displacements and stresses in a transversely isotropic half space subjected to three-dimensional buried right-angled triangular loads, which were derived by the first writer. Utilizing these solutions, the displacements and stresses for a general triangular region at any point can be obtained by superposition. An illustrative example is given to demonstrate a few features of FADAS, and to elucidate how to compute the vertical displacement induced by a uniform vertical circular load in an equivalent medium. Results from FADAS reveal that the usage of it is correct, easy, and very fast to offer a good tool for practitioners.
Introduction
A problem of considerable importance in civil engineering is the determination of displacements and stresses induced by applied loads in a soil/rock mass occupying a semi-infinite region. In general, displacements and stresses in foundation material are often predicted by using closed-form solutions, graphical methods, or numerical techniques that treat the medium as a homogeneous, elastic, and isotropic continuum. However, natural geomaterials, such as clay deposits formed by sedimentation and subsequent consolidation and rock masses cut by discontinuities, etc., usually exhibit anisotropic properties. When one calculates the displacements and stresses in these materials, the anisotropic properties should be taken into account. Practically, for reasons associated with geological history and stratification, it is more realistic to model the medium as a transversely isotropic material. Moreover, in many engineering situations, the planes of foundations are frequently not regularly shaped. To estimate the displacements and stresses due to the arbitrarily shaped loads, it is well recognized that the technique of computational geometry for triangular mesh generation is more accurate than anything else ͑Wang and Liao 2001͒. The closed-form solutions for displacements and stresses subjected to three-dimensional buried rightangled triangular loads have been derived by Wang and Liao ͑2001͒. The displacements and stresses due to an arbitrarily shaped load can be divided into many triangular subareas; influ- Nineteen specified points inside/outside areas for right-angled triangle ences from these subareas are then superimposed. However, in fact, the process of superposition is rather tedious and usually time consuming to implement. Hence, the focus of this research is on an automated scheme for calculating the induced displacements and stresses in transversely isotropic media.
With the advances in high-speed computers, numerical techniques in the past few decades have been developed for calculating the displacements/stresses underneath an irregularly shaped foundation. The detailed developments include the techniques of equivalent area, three-dimensional finite element, triangulating, parametric mapping, and methods using packaged software such as MathCAD, can be found in Wang and Liao ͑1998͒. Recently, a new version of stress distribution in the ground by elastic theory ͑StrsDist 2005͒ is available on the the Electronic Journal of Geotechnical Engineering ͑EJGE͒ ͗http://www.ejge.com͘. This program may treat any shape of loading by two types of numerical integration for arbitrary shapes. The integration technique includes the use of polar and Cartesian subdivisions. The input data require the point of interest, contact pressure, number of divisions, number of corners in the load shape, and x and y coordinates. Also, finite element methods ͑FEMs͒, finite difference methods ͑FDMs͒, boundary element methods ͑BEMs͒, etc. and related general purpose software packages such as ABAQUS ͑FEM͒, Phase 2 ͑2D FEM͒, PLAXIS ͑2D FEM͒, FLAC ͑2D FDM͒, FLAC 3D ͑3D FDM͒, etc. can routinely perform displacements and stresses analysis. Nevertheless, the above-mentioned academic researches are either focused on the displacements/stresses evaluation in an isotropic medium, or commercial codes based on the modern numerical methods which are a little bit more complex and expensive for practitioners. Hence, the purpose of this work was to develop a powerful tool called fast anisotropic displacements and stresses ͑FADAS͒ to estimate the induced displacements and stresses by three-dimensional buried/surface arbitrarily shaped loads in an isotropic/transversely isotropic/equivalent medium. The constructing theorem of FADAS is based on the exact solutions of displacements and stresses due to three-dimensional buried right-angled triangular loads by superposition ͑Wang and Liao 2001͒; hence, the calculated results are usually of higher accuracy than existing numerical methods.
At the end of this paper, an example is presented to illustrate a few features of FADAS, and to elucidate on how to estimate the induced vertical displacement by a vertical circular foundation uniformly loaded on an equivalent medium. Results from FADAS show that the usage of it is correct, easy to use, efficient, and very fast. It offers a good tool as well as practical aid to geotechnical engineers.
Constructing Procedures
FADAS is a user friendly tool written in the object-oriented language Delphi ͑Delphi 2005͒ where various integrated graphics tools necessary for engineers are included. However, Delphi is an environment visual programming for rapid application develop- , and it provides all the tools that are needed for development, including a large library of reusable components, a suite of design tools, application and form templates, and programming wizards. Therefore, Delphi was very suitable for constructing FADAS.
FADAS is developed for implementation on a computer, which extends its use mainly to geotechnical engineering. However, in constructing it, several theoretical fundamentals are employed, and the detailed procedures for using it are described as follows: 1. To solve the displacements and stresses in an isotropic/ transversely isotropic half space subjected to an arbitrary shape load, the loaded area can be divided into many regularly shaped subareas, such as rectangles or triangles. The closed-form solutions of displacements and stresses for a transversely isotropic half space subjected to threedimensional, buried, uniform, right-angled triangular loads can be found in Wang and Liao ͑2001͒. Also, the displacements and stresses beneath the general triangular region can be obtained by superposing the solutions of two right triangular regions. Further, the displacements and stresses at any point outside or inside of the general triangular region can be manipulated by constructing a few auxiliary triangles where one corner must coincide with the desired point ͑Wang and Liao 2001͒. Then, this technique can be employed to calculate the displacements and stresses in a transversely isotropic medium subjected to an arbitrarily shaped buried load by triangulating the area and summing up the contribution of each generated triangular subarea. In other words, FADAS is based on the above-mentioned technique that can automatically compute the displacements and stresses in a transversely isotropic medium subjected to the three-dimensional shape of buried/surface uniform loads. 2. In order to check the accuracy of FADAS, considerable examinations have been carried out to ensure the geometric algorithms are correct for all possible circumstances. The verifications include the right-angled, acute-angled, and obtuse-angled triangles for 19 possible specified points inside/outside the areas. For instance, as shown in Fig. 1 , suppose a right-angled triangle is subjected to threedimensional applied loads ͑P x , P y , P z ͒; however, since the strain energy is assumed to be positive definite in the transversely isotropic medium, there are three different root types for the characteristic equation ͑Wang and Liao 2001͒. Hence, for the right-angled triangular induced by three-dimensional loading cases, there are 171͑=19ϫ 3 ϫ 3͒ circumstances which should be verified. It was found that the calculated results by closed-form solutions agreed with those by FADAS to four decimal places. 3. FADAS is theoretically founded on the right-angled triangular loading solutions for a transversely isotropic half space. It can also treat the same problem for an isotropic material by a limiting process. Regarding the isotropic/transversely isotropic medium with several horizontal strata, as often encountered in many engineering situations, the model of an equivalent medium proposed by Salamon ͑1968͒ is adopted. That means FADAS can easily calculate the induced displacements and stresses by arbitrarily shaped applied loads for the soil/rock layers which are isotropic or transversely isotropic. 4. In dealing with an arbitrary area, the first step is the approximation of the perimeter of the actual region by a set of N "polygonal points" as precise as possible. FADAS can calculate the "polygonal area," "polygonal circumference," and automatically starts with the first input coordinate of polygonal points to join with the adjacent points one by one, going clockwise or counterclockwise so that it creates a set of ͑N −2͒ triangular regions. For example, an enclosed arbitrarily shaped foundation with a hole subjected to a uniformly distributed loading applied on an isotropic medium is illustrated in Figs. 2͑a-c͒ ͑Murti et al. 1990; Murti and Wang 1991; Pulmano et al. 1991͒ . However, it should be noted that the restriction of FADAS is that any two successive points cannot intersect an existed line segment. As depicted in Fig.  3 , the segment 6 → 1 ͑dash line͒ intersects that of 4 → 5 ͑solid line͒; hence, such a polygon cannot be enclosed. Based on this rule, supposing that in Fig. 2͑b͒ , 1 ͑0, 5͒ and 11 ͑4, 0͒ are the starting and ending coordinates of the solid region, respectively. Then, the joining sequences of FADAS will follow 1 → 3 ͑forms ⌬1 គ 23 គ ͒, 1 → 4 ͑forms ⌬1 គ 34 គ ͒, 1 → 5 ͑forms ⌬1 គ 45 គ ͒, 1 → 6 ͑intersects segment 4 → 5, going back to 5͒, 5 → 7 ͑forms ⌬5 គ 67 គ , going back to 1͒, 1 → 7 ͑intersects seg- ments 4 → 5 and 5 → 6, going back to 5͒, 5 → 8 ͑forms ⌬5 គ 78 គ , going back to 1͒, 1 → 8 ͑forms ⌬1 គ 58 គ ͒, 1 → 9 ͑intersects segment 10→ 11, going back to 8͒, 8 → 10 ͑forms ⌬8 គ 910, going back to 1͒, and 1 → 10 ͑forms ⌬1 គ 810 and ⌬1 គ 1011͒, respectively. Similarly, arranging 12 ͑9, 6͒ as the starting coordinate of the hole region, as shown in Fig. 2͑c͒ , the joining sequences are 12→ 14 ͑forms ⌬121314͒, 12→ 15 ͑forms ⌬121415 and ⌬121516͒. The displacements and stresses induced by the net loaded region can be obtained by superposition. The vertical normal stresses underneath two "specific points" indicated as P 1 ͑21, 5͒ and P 2 ͑0, 13͒ in Figs. 2͑a- 
Illustrative Example
In this section, a practical application to geotechnical engineering by using FADAS is presented. It is well acknowledged that the user-friendly interface plays an important role in a tool aimed at a large professional environment ͑Modaressi et al. 1997͒. A screen hardcopy of FADAS in MS Windows® XP is presented in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 shows the main functions include of the "basic data," "polygonal points," "specific points," "division," three displacement components ͑U x , U y , U z ͒, and six stress components ͑ xx , yy , zz , xy , yz , xz ͒. Several complementary tools, like "project data," "SI unit," "three-dimensional forces," "material properties," "desired depth," and "buried depth," are also depicted in Fig. 4 . An example to demonstrate an "equivalent medium" ͑as shown in Fig. 5͒ subjected to a uniform vertical circular load is described as follows. Supposing a half space constituted by the layered rocks ͓with-out discontinuities, as shown in Fig. 5͑a͔͒ , and the induced vertical displacement by a uniform circular shaped load is estimated. The load with circular shape is chosen since there are numerous transversely isotropic solutions ͑i.e., Hanson and Puja 1996͒ that can verify the results obtained from FADAS. Fig. 5͑a͒ shows that the vertical displacement beneath the specific point O along the Z axis is desired. The layered isotropic/transversely isotropic rocks can equivalently be a transversely isotropic rock, and the planes of transverse isotropy are parallel to the horizontal surface. The mechanical properties of the hypothetical layered rock can be found in Wang and Liao ͑1999͒. This ten-layer rock satisfies the assumption of Salamon's model ͑1968͒ that the representative sample must contain a large number of layers. The five equivalent elastic constants of the layered rock are E = 42.5 GPa, EЈ = 30.5 GPa, = 0.24, Ј = 0.14, and GЈ = 13.3 GPa ͑Wang and Liao 1999͒. Fig. 5͑b͒ exhibits the input data of material properties of this ten-layer hypothetical rock as an equivalent medium by FADAS. Nevertheless, if the distribution of vertical displacement subjected to a uniform vertical circular load ͑P z =1 GN͒ beneath the specific point O along the Z axis is desired, then, the desired depth should choose the "selected range," from Z Min.= 0.01 m ͑default, in order to avoid the singularity͒ to Z Max.= 100 m ͑total length of the hypothetical layers͒, as also shown in Fig. 5͑b͒ . In this example, how to simulate a circular area by several inscribed regular polygons automatically is of interest to us. Inputting the "X center," "Y center," "radius" ͑of a circle͒, and polygonal number N ͑maximum= 360͒, as depicted in Fig. 6͑a͒ can obtain N sets of polygonal points very quickly. Then, the obtained polygonal points are utilized to describe a circle, as seen in Fig. 6͑b͒ . Furthermore, FADAS provides the capacity called Z curve for computing all distributions of displacements and stresses underneath any specific point. The Z curve at point O for vertical displacement as depicted in Fig. 7 is easy to obtain. Finally, comparing with the analytical results given by Hanson and Puja ͑1996͒, the distribution of vertical displacement computed by using FADAS agrees well with the analytical results. The execution takes about 3.0 min.
Conclusions
The original tool called FADAS was developed and presented in this paper. The major objective of FADAS is to make the calculation of displacements and stresses in an isotropic/transversely isotropic/equivalent medium, subjected to three-dimensional buried/surface arbitrarily shaped loads, very rapid and easy. FADAS is founded on the right-angled triangular loading solutions for displacements and stresses in the transversely isotropic half space. Utilizing these solutions, the displacements and stresses for a general triangular region at any point can be obtained by superposition. However, the restriction of FADAS is that any two successive points cannot intersect an existed line segment. That is, the desired arbitrarily shaped area should be enclosed. In addition, considerable examinations have been completed in order to ensure the geometric algorithms are correct for all possible circumstances. The verifications include the right, acute, and obtuseangled triangles for 19 specified points inside/outside the areas.
In this paper, a few features of FADAS are demonstrated by an example to elucidate on how to compute the vertical displacement subjected to a uniform vertical circular load on an equivalent medium. For the case analyzed, results from FADAS agree with those of analytical solutions very well. Also, it is shown that the usage of FADAS is easy, efficient, very fast, and offers a good tool as well as practical aid to geotechnical engineers.
